Elegant new experiments show that migrant birds at high European latitudes can use magnetic declination to infer longitude.
Many long-distance migrants act as though they know their absolute or relative location. For human navigators, this task has traditionally involved separately determining latitude and longitude. Under clear skies, latitude can be read directly from the elevation of the pole star or, with the necessary tables, of the sun. For humans at least, an equally accurate knowledge of longitude is far more difficult to compute, depending as it does on the discrepancy between clock time at some reference point and local celestial time. No animal has a clock even remotely accurate enough to calculate longitude in this way, and clock-shift tests rule out their use of time in any event. Thus, the map sense of migrators has been a deeply perplexing mystery, with the various hypotheses to explain it forming a complex tapestry of backup strategies, repeated calibration, specialcase algorithms, and programmed learning [1] . As they report in this issue of Current Biology, Chernetsov et al. [2] have discovered another major navigational trick: a novel and charmingly simple stratagem used by reed warblers for inferring longitude at high latitudes in Europe when the skies are clear.
The most powerful technique for reverse-engineering the map sense of animals comes from 'virtual displacements' -tests in which the creatures are not physically moved, but instead are required to orient near the point of capture with one or two cues carefully changed by the experimenter to mimic the parameters at some other location. It is this technique that Chernetsov et al. [2] exploited in their new study. Previously published virtualdisplacement tests showed that the earth's magnetic field provides sufficient information for map orientation, even under overcast conditions, in (largely) North American experiments. Thus, in the absence of celestial cues and with no change in any other local sensory information -information the animals may perhaps in other circumstances use -the earth's field specifies the animals' position relative to its goal, and allows the creatures to reorient appropriately [3] [4] [5] [6] .
The earth's magnetic field has two independent components: the total intensity, and its inclination, the angle of the field lines relative to the surface of the earth (inclination is equivalent to vertical field intensity). The changing values of total intensity and vertical field intensity form an oblique grid in North America, where the majority of these tests have taken place. For example, in Princeton, total field increases steadily to the NNW, while vertical intensity rises systematically to the NW about twice as quickly. It seems plausible that homing pigeons, for example, calibrate themselves to the direction and rate of change of these two parameters near the home loft, and then use this knowledge to 'place' themselves by extrapolation when displaced [7] . But in the high latitudes of Europe, the total intensity and vertical field intensity grids are essentially the same, presumably making this 'classic' strategy nearly useless.
Chernetsov et al. [2] wondered if the striking longitudinal pattern of shifting declination -the angle between true north and magnetic north -evident in northern Europe might not be used as an alternative at these high latitudes. Working in the Russian Baltic enclave of Kaliningrad Oblast, the authors captured migrating reed warblers flying south in the autumn from their breeding grounds in northern Russia and Scandinavia. In a brilliantly conceived test, they kept total intensity and vertical field intensity constant (mimicking an inclination of 70 ) and rotated the declination by a mere 8.5
to simulate a displacement to southern Scotland. For adult reed warblers, this triggered a massive reorientation of about 150 back toward their intended route; in contrast, young birds making their first migratory journey became disoriented. Tested without the declination altered, both groups were well oriented along their usual southwesterly route -a path that takes them through ever-changing latitudes and longitudes across Europe and down into Africa.
Using declination necessarily requires comparing magnetic north with true north, and determining true north requires celestial cues. Chernetsov et al. [2] did not test their birds under overcast conditions, so we do not know if there is some still unknown workaround for this common contingency; if not, the trip south for firstyear animals must be punctuated with nofly days. Because the declination grid does not continue usefully to the east, the usual symmetrical test (in this case rotating the declination 8.5 clockwise rather than counter-clockwise) is not possible. But the remarkable and unambiguous reorientation after the virtual displacement to Scotland is more than sufficient to demonstrate reality of this newest backup strategy.
When animal-orientation research began in earnest about 40 years ago, those of us working on the problem naïvely assumed that we were looking for simplicity -a single compass and a universal map strategy for instance -much like the beguiling Central Dogma of molecular biology at the time. And what we have found, like the molecular biologists soon afterwards, is egregious and baroque complexity. The compass, for instance, is at once sun-centered, and/or based on polarization patterns, and/or dependent on constellations, and/or paramagnetic, and/or based on magnetite. The map can focus on landmarks, olfactory or auditory beacons, the earth's magnetic field, or (as we have just learned) declination. It can be radial, or orthogonally bicoordinate, or have oblique axes. Worse, the cue choices and strategies often change with age or context [1] .
Happily there are unifying trends. Most migrating birds travel singly and at night. The animals learn the layout of the night sky and update it regularly to take account of the changing seasons, and (while traveling) the dramatic effects of changing latitude. They must learn the declination so that they can orient magnetically under overcast, and recalibrate this value as often as possible during migration to adjust to the change. First-year birds (traveling toward the equator in their initial Fall) fly innately encoded vectors toward their winter grounds, gathering map information en route. Subsequent journeys are efficient map-based trips with relatively precise correction for drift. In at least some species, the target zone for that first trip is innately encoded with considerable precision, as demonstrated by particular populations of first-year Alaskan birds that fly 10,000 km to a remote set of Pacific islands [8, 9] . The nearly pinpoint accuracy of the return journeys to the breeding grounds probably requires careful prior learning of the local map parameters in the first summer.
The ever-lengthening catalogue of opportunistic strategies and individual choices in migration should remind us that this life-or-death task demonstrates the power of natural selection to create ad hoc navigational solutions to supplement a basic orientational armory. But even as the dust begins to settle on the mechanistic 'how' questions, there remains an equally intriguing 'why' mystery connected with these annual redeployments that now deserves much more attention: what is the evolutionary logic that rewards the survivors of a lifethreatening twice-yearly endurance test with much higher reproductive success compared to closely related species that remain in the tropics or the southern temperate zone all year? [1] .
Knowing where you are and knowing where you are heading are both necessary for navigation. Does knowing where you are depend on knowing where you are heading, or is it the other way around? A new study suggests that knowing where you are heading allows you to know where you are.
Understanding how motile animals navigate in large-scale environments is a significant intellectual challenge, with implications extending across many domains from biologically-inspired mobile robots to human dementia patients suffering from disorders of orientation and spatial knowledge. Navigation by animals and humans was posed by Tolman [1] as a psychological and behavioural question -do we possess flexible cognitive maps of space that drive our behaviour? -a view directly counterposed to Hull's theory [2] that we learn specific response sequences supporting navigation. The behavioural data favoured Tolman's cognitive map theory, as did supporting theoretical analyses by Hebb [3] and Lashley [4] .
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